
RESEARCH METHODS REVISION 

Independent Measures Design 

Advantages  Disadvantages  
No order effects  Takes a long time to gather the sample  

Less chance of participants finding out the aim 
of the experiment  

Differences between groups can affect results  

Repeated Measures Design  

Advantages  Disadvantages  

Saves time and money  Order effects  

 Participants may find the true aim of the 
experiment  

Matched Participants  

Advantages  Disadvantages  

Reduces participant variables as participants 
are matched  

Impossible to 100% match participants hard to 
generalise results  

No order effects  Time Consuming to match  

 

Experiments  

Quazi experiment – IV is naturally occurring so it cannot be directly manipulated  

True experiment- ppts are randomly assigned to different levels of the IV  

Lab experiment- high levels of control in a controlled setting using a standardised procedure  

Advantages  Disadvantages  

Easier to replicate due to the standardised 
procedure  

Natural behaviours aren't portrayed which 
lowers the validity. Low in ecological validity    

Cause and effect relationship can be 
established  

Demand characteristics and ethical issues can 
arise.  

 Field experiment- taken in a natural environment where there’s limited control over the variables. 

In most cases, the participants are unaware that they are in the study.  

Advantages  Disadvantages 

Behaviours are more natural, so it improves 
validity and reduces demand characteristics  

Limited in control and harder to replicate  

High in ecological validity  Ethics- in most cases the participants are 
unaware that they are being studied.  

 

Observations  

Observations Advantages Disadvantages  

Control- controlled setting, 
lab, standardised  

Data recording is reliable. 
Validity is high as extraneous 
variables are controlled  

Ppts may react differently in 
an abnormal environment  

Naturalistic- behaviour viewed 
in a natural setting 

Natural behaviours, high eco 
validity and limits demand 
characteristics  

Harder to control extraneous 
variables. Reliability of 
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- Use formula to work out observed value (d= difference in ppts rankings, n= ppts) 

-  
- Compare to critical value – high= significance  

Errors 

TYPE 1= accept alternative hypothesis- results due to chance 

TYPE 2= accept null hypothesis- results NOT due to chance  

Variance 

Average difference between each score in the data set and the mean 

 

- Calculate mean 

- Write down the no. Of scores  

- Table with 3 columns (values of X) down the 1st column  

- Work out difference between each score and the mean ignoring whether it’s a +ve or –ve 

number 

- Square each difference  

- Add the column of differences  

- Take its total and divide it by n-1 

Standard Deviation  

Average difference between each score in the data set and the mean and represents this in the same 

units as the mean itself.  

 

Report Writing  

Title  
15 words or less and informative  
Abstract 
Comes at the beginning but you write it last  
Summaries the practical report- ppts and setting, method, major findings and conclude 
Brief but not in note form  
150 words 
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